Please ensure you fill out the evaluation forms after the meetings, so we know what topics you would like to see covered in future workshops.
Work based modules are currently under review by SCIN to soon be added to the SCIN Webpage, these are:

1) Assistant Practitioners performing AP Erect Chest X-Rays.
2) Assistant Practitioners performing Plain Film Image Appraisal (leading to the patient being discharged from Radiology, where images are being seen by a clinician prior to the patient being discharged from the clinical area)

Managers will be made aware via the Manager network once these files are available on the SCIN Webpage.
Next Workshop will be via Teams and date/time in May is still to be confirmed.

We would greatly appreciate Manager support in ensuring AP’s attend this meeting.

We would appreciate if Managers could encourage their AP’s to participate in these meetings by volunteering to present and share their experiences with the rest of the group.

We will be in touch via APRONS Group with further information, once a date and time has been decided.
A National AHP HCSW Earn as you Learn Survey has been created and is now live online. Link has been sent out to AP’s, can you please ensure all AP’s and HCSW’s in your departments fill this out, as it will help with the future development of APs & HCSW’s in the workforce.

NES are also conducting another LNA & SNA survey, SNA will be sent out to Managers via the Manager Network and LNA via APRONS

Would appreciate if you please could fill this out and encourage AP’s to fill out SNA.
Important to take 5-10 minutes following today's session to reflect on what you have learned for your own CPD portfolio.

Think about:

- What new information you have learned today?
- How you are going to put what you learned into practice?
- Who you are going to share it with/how you will share it with colleagues?